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HOME outside

Each of the three
pavilions is 250
square feet.

RUTHERFORD

Made in the Shade

T

Home (Outside)

SAUSALITO

Watershed Moment

With their countercultural history,
Sausalito’s floating homes are art on
water, from Jean Yanko Varda and
philosopher Alan Watts’ SS Vallejo, to Bill
Harlan and his mini floating “Taj Mahal.”
Today’s owners do not disappoint, and
the annual Floating Homes House Tour
offers a rare opportunity to peek
inside modern maritime design.
Sept. 20; floatinghomes.org.

STAKEHOLDER

Edyn self-irrigates,
tracks soil moisture
and tells you when
your squash is
ready to harvest.
Are you surprised
to know that Yves
Béhar/Fuseproject
is behind this
garden genie?
edyn.com.

Sausalito’s floating homes.

SAN FRANCISCO

FLOORED

From recycling bath porcelain to crafting glass pieces from crushed TV monitors, Fireclay Tile has revolutionized the sustainable tile
industry since 1986. With a recent rebirth, this year alone, the San Jose company has opened both a S.F. showroom as well as launched
three new hand-painted collections of geometrics and time-honored motifs. 901 Brannan St., S.F., 415-697-2044; fireclaytile.com.
Classic Cuerda Seca Collection Old California 9, $28 each. Moroccan Collection Old Cairo, $30 each.
Contemporary Collection Diamond Contour, $35 each. Moroccan Collection Persian Star, $35 each.
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QUINTESSA: MATTHEW WILLIAMS. FLOATING HOMES: EMILY RIDDELL PHOTOGRAPHY

he latest at Quintessa winery: a series of hidden tasting pavilions overlooking
everything from oak-dotted woodlands to a sparkling lake. Designed by San
Francisco-based Walker Warner Architects—who also masterminded the
winery—each angular, open-air structure is supported by steel beams and polished
concrete, naturally softened with lighter wood furnishings and terraced into the
ridgeline. Don’t call them follies, though—they have a purpose. Look for special barrel
tastings of the vineyards’ 26 blocks alongside a cheese pairing. It’s a minimum of four
guests, but when it comes to wine, the more, the merrier. $125/person; quintessa.com.

